
RUN NO: 68 DATE:  12 August 2001 
VENUE:  Miles up the Comoro river HARES: Ejaculation, Whip Me, Tony 
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the big, white cross, but the Choir Mistress was in her usual 
top form with Father Abraham being sung by a bunch of 50 
Hash House enthusiasts.   
Walkers then cut across the valley through the burnt-out 
housing estate, while the runners went across the horseshoe-
shaped indent in the hills.  There were initial concerns 
expressed about the size of the hills in this point on Dili’s far 
western outskirts.  However, the runners mounted only one 
small hill toward a water tank before running down again to the 
second Hold Check.  There were few locals to greet us as we 
ran, but there were a good number of goats to keep the New 
Zealanders happy!   
Then there was a final dash northwards through the built-up 
area  
For the On Home which took it’s toll of one of our number who 
decided to check the hardness of the dirt (and stone) road with 
his legs and arms. Fortunately DR TWO STROKE was on hand 
to administer his first aid to get HAIDROLIK ready for his duties 
in the long and impressive Circle which followed and where a 
large amount of piss was consumed, as usual, and many more 
unsuspecting Newbies were introduced. 

! 
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C I R C L E  C I R C U S 
Well we finally did it. We made the 50! 
Exactly 50 runners/walkers. Now we’ve 
got to start recruiting some Timorese 
Hashers. Or to be more precise, we’ve 
got to get the old ones back AND start 
recruiting more. Otherwise our numbers 
will soon start to drop as dramatically 
as they increased. But for the moment, 
it was a great site to behold.  
With a Circle of this size we were 
anticipating a very late finish but the 
GM had other ideas and presented an 
abbreviated version of proceedings. 
Once again the very regular 
EJACULATION took the down down 
honours with Newbies Amanda, 
Andrew and Dave making very 
promising starts to their DH3 careers. 
The gathering was honoured by the 
presence of no less personage that the 
GM of Darwin Hash, PHYSIO, who 

presented our GM with an appropriate 
memento of his visit. 
Another impressive line up of 
Newbies was followed by an even 
more impressive line up of Newbie 
(and Visitor) Sponsors. 
The shortened Circle (almost) 
concluded with the POTW award 
which took almost as long to 
announce as the rest of the 
proceedings. BROWNEYE, doing 
the honours on behalf of 
TINKERBELL, led us on an 
elaborate falsie with a long tale of 
EJACULATION’s misdemeanours 
and then a final short-cut to nominate 
low-profile RUPIAH. 
But EJACULATION still managed 
to have the final word with a graphic 
description, with mud map, of next 
week’s run venue. 

 

DOWN DOWNS 
Hares CUNNING LINGUIST, BROWNEYE 
Newbies Amanda, Pete, UGLY DAVE, Dave, Hans, Mike, 

MOGEE MAN (how did he get in there again?) 
Visitor PHYSIO (GM Darwin Hash) 
Sponsors SEXON, BUSHWANKER, EJACULATION, 

Randall, Andrew, Carl, Dave, BIGHORN 

RAMBLINGS OF A VIRGIN HARE 
A record turn-out on my first run! And this
was despite the absence of such Hash
favourites as MUMBLES and RANDY who
were both believed to be enjoying the good
life in Bali – MUMBLES with his wife and
RANDY with we don’t know who.   
The large turn-out also took place despite
the very small number of ladies attending.
It has been suggested that most of them
find the company of Portuguese soldiers on
Saturday night and Sunday more interesting
and exciting than joining a Hash run.  How
can this be?  To date, not a single GNR has
joined a Hash run (we wouldn’t want to
scare the locals), but Jordanian CivPol are
most welcome!   
Despite the lack of Portuguese, Jordanians
and Ghurkhas, we did have a good
international presence with guests coming
from all over the world.  BROWNEYE’s
daughter, TINKERBELL, came all the way
from New Zealand to join the Dili hash run.
PHYSIO joined us from across the Timor
Sea, but was dissatisfied with the rather
dismal supply of beer – consisting of the
usual supply of green, blue and red cans.
He therefore presented Dili H3 with a large
Darwin Stubby in the hope that those
supplying the beer will lift their game in the
future so that we can all enjoy sinking more
Hash piss.  Hashers are still concerned,
however, about what became of the Darwin
Stubby.  Questions will be asked
concerning this issue at the next hash run.
We had the crew of Canadian pilots from
Hash Air who were wearing specially
printed T-shirts to mark the run.  The
concept of a Hash airline was well-received
with prospects of future runs be held in
Oecussi, Suai and Maliana and maybe even
a quick dash across the border to Atambua
with an armed escort of Kiwi PKF. 
Cunning Linguist 

FRBs EJACULATION 
SCBs EJACULATION 
20 Runs TUPPA, (SMOKE SCREEN in absentia) 
Not having a charge 
ready in the Circle RIGID, PUBIC STRAP, Don 
Special Charge for all the 
high level military brass BROWNEYE, WHIP ME, BUSHWANKER, 

Amanda, BIGHORN, EJACULATION, Mike, 
Andrew, Dave, Randall 

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE 
PHARTA charged EJACULATION for overuse of the horn. REVERSED 
WEE WILLIE charged Randall for having a birthday. 
HAIDROLIK charged WEE WILLIE for electioneering with graffiti and 

bringing DH3 into disrepute 
WEE WILLIE charged HAIDROLIK for sending out multiple email run venue notices.  

PRESENTATION PHYSIO, visiting GM of Darwin Hash, presented our GM with a specially inscribed Darwin 
Stubby on behalf of his club. 

NAMING Phil becomes BIGHORN for his outstanding attribute and for regularly advertising it on this T shirt. 
Sam becomes WHIP ME for his reputation for what he can do in the back seat of a helicopter. 
Dave becomes SPERM BANK for demonstrating his stamina in spite of working for the World Bank. 

POTW RUPIAH for consistently maintaining a profile ALMOST low enough to avoid getting the POTW award. 
Rome did not become a great 
empire by having meetings, they 
did it by killing all those who 
opposed them. 
Carlos calls his boss in the morning: 
"Ey, boss I no come to work today. I 
really sick. I got headache, stomach 

ache, legs hurt -- I no come to  work." 
The boss says " Carlos, I really need 
you today. When I feel like this I go 
to my wife and tell her to give me a 
blowjob. 
Then I feel better and I can go to 
work. You should try it." 

Two hours later Carlos calls. "Boss, I 
did what you said and I feel great, I'll
be at work soon. By the way, you got 
nice house." 

 

If at first you don't succeed, 
try management. 

HARES APPARENT 
No. Date Hares Occasion/Location 
68 12 Aug Ejaculation, Whip Me & Tony  
69 19 Aug Browneye & Sarah Lee Sarah Lee’s farewell 
70 26 Aug Boner & David Election Run 
71   2 Sep Scrubber & Wee Willie First to 50 runs with DH3 
72   9 Sep Pogo  
73 16 Sep Volunteers?? Day after Japanese Respect for Aged Day – remember Rupiah Day 
74 23 Sep Volunteers??  

Don’t be shy, you will get help if you haven’t done it before. Volunteers contact Browneye on 0407 939660. 




